
pure & beautiful



OPPORTUNITY

Currently, in the world of environmentally conscious fashion,     
clothing ...

1.  is expensive to produce, therefore expensive to purchase

2.  not fashion-forward

3. takes a significant amount of energy to produce & ship

Customer Problem:



SOLUTION
A brand that offers:
-  fashion / exclusivity
-  eco-friendliness / responsibility
-  versatility / attainablity



OPPORTUNITY

The market for Harper Lei already exists!

CAUSUALWEAR:  Womens causualwear market grew 3.7%, 
reaching $170,436 million in 2012.

ECO CLOTHING:  The average annual growth of eco fabric 
sales is 40% each year worldwide.

Market Opportunities



BUSINESS MODEL



GO‐TO‐MARKET‐STRATEGY

PROSPECTS
-  women ages 18-35

-  college educated

-  fashionable

-  healthy lifestyle

-  eco interests

-  causualwear

CHANNELS
-  trunk shows

-  pop up shops

-  fitness events

-  e-commerce

-  boutiques

future:

-  retail stores

-  HL store

-  department

PIPELINE
-  social media

-  publicity/ PR

-  blogging

-  healthy lifestyle

-  partnerships

-  HL website



MILESTONES

Milestone 1
July - October 2012

Materials
$5,000.00

Manufacturing
$1,500.00

Production Management Fee
$2,100.00

Milestone 1 total = $8,600.00

Milestone 2
February - April 2013

Marketing Materials
$400.00

Tradeshow/ Events
$1,000.00

--

Milestone 2 total = $1,400.00



FINANCIALS

Sales

dress 1, 2, 3 pants

$70.00 $55.00 $45.00

$10.50

$35.50

$20.50

$34.50

$14.50

$55.50

skirt/top

COGS

Gross Profit



FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS

SALES

Y1

$49,600.00 $99,200.00 $198,400.00

$11,920.00 $23,840.00 $47,680.00

$21,150.00 $29,000.00 $40,350.00

$10,744.50 $30,134.00 $71,740.00

Y2 Y3

COGS

EXPENSES

PROFIT (-tax margin)



TEAM

Lindsay Burke, CEO & Art Direction
 -  graphic & web designer

 -  business/sales development

Dana Burke, Public Relations
 - Nautica, New Balance, Stanton & Co.

Ashley Burke, Communications
 - corporate communications
 - creative writing

Courtney Oligvie, Production Manager
 - 10 years production experience
 - Johnny Cupcakes, Vitamin Thicke

- For the first 2-3 years, Courtney will be involved in the manufacturing process.  After 
year 3, HL is looking to takeover manufacturing management, but keep Courtney on 
board for sampling and pattern creation.



ASK & EXIT

-  Spring/Summer 2013
-  Test channels
-  Gain market traction
-  Grow HL brand

Gap funding will allow Harper Lei to produce / sell a first line 
of designs, ultimately putting the company in a self-sustaining 
mode. 

GAP Funding Request: 
$10,000



THANK YOU



sneak peak...


